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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
In the past, we could do nothing except endure the
weather. Now, in the present, we control our environment
through automated air and cloud seeding. Undoubtedly,
through the ages, attention to the instruction of one of
the segments of language arts which is listening was
emphasized but nothing much has been done about it/until
recently. The emerging new look is a systematic instruc-
tional approach with techniques and materials adapted to
grade level providing ~or individual listening abilities.
Valuable practice in listening need not be confined to the
classroom alone. It is a skill ,which can be improved just
as any other skill, therefore, it will include ~he use of
materials at the right time to suit the individual child's
ability of listening. It will provide techniques that
will provide a reinforcement to match the given instruc-
tional objective within a structured framework.
In an article by Duker, he quoted ft'Nichols and
...
Cashman (1960) stressed the importance of teacher attitude
and example in the teaching of listening. Others, such as
Russell and Russell (1959) performed a most useful task in
1
2gathering together various techniques in listening in
El~mentary School, classifying them by grade level and by
types of listening.,n l
In another article, written by Schneyer, he states:
There has been more diversity in type of instruction
given both as to purpose (Lundsteen 1963; Rogers, 1969)
and methods used (Graham, 1965; Purdom, 1968; Pear,
1964). In general the findings indicate that listening
skills can be taught in a variety of ways and that such
instruction is effective for many pupils in the elemen-
tary school. 2
In her book, Lillian Logan says: "Teachers should
keep in mind the types of listening skills they wish pupils
to develop and plan activities that involve a specific
one.,,3
From infancy on, listening is a major means of
learning. The child gains much of vocabulary, his sentence
patterns, and his stock of ideas from listening. The
listening habits acquired at home have much to do with
his success in learning.
Harris and Smith in their bOQk, Reading Instruction
Through Diagnostic Teaching, state:
The home is the origin of interest in reading.
Parents who value reading in their own lives and take
·time to provide stimulating experiences for their
l Sam Duker, "Listening~" Review of Educational Research,
Vol. XXXI, No. 2 (April, 1961J, p. 148.
~vesley J. Schneyer, "Instruction in Listening," ~
Reading Teacher, Vol'. XXIV, No.4 (January, 1971), p. 369.
3Lillian M. Logan, Teaching the Young Child (Methods
of Preschool and Primary Education) (New York: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1960), p. 175.
3children facilitate their offsprings I reading progress I
in school and promote healthy attitudes toward reading.
It is with this interest and enthusiasm that the
writer begins this research of recent lite'rature to build
the power of listening in grades kindergarten through six,
in choice of appropriate materials which can be used within
a structured framework.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose in writing this paper is threefold:
1. To review recent literature in order to build
listening power through various ways and
techniques in Grades K - 6.
2. To list a few structured programs.
3. To suggest games and activities that can be
used as supplementary materials.
Scope and Limitations
This paper· will be concerned with some effective
techniques of developing listening skills in Grades K - 6,
rather than factor which may be intrinsic or basic components
of listening such as: phonic instruction or linguistic
pattern structures.
Ii. A. Harris, C. B. Smith. Reading Instruction
Through Diagnostic Teaching (New York: 'Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., '1972), p. 341.
4Recent studies have contributed much toward the
importance of listening instruction but many questions about
techniques still remain to be questioned. As yet, research
is needed to discover the effectiveness of instruction and
listening achievement.
It would be impossible to cite all techniques avail-
able. Therefore, the materials will be arranged to serve
as a reference source for our schools in our community in
Grades K - 6. The materials will not necessarily be in
their order of importance. The teachers may both extend and
refine them according to the needs of the child.
Limitation placed on this review of literature is
due to lack of research. It is impossible to examine all
materials because of their unavailability. Some games and
activities are overlapping and cannot be categorized
definitely to grade level.
Summary
In this chapter the writer stated the importance of
different techniques in order to motivate the passive
listener to become an active listener. A review of related
literature, for improving listening through various techniques
and games stressing listening !2£ rather than listening ~
will be presented in the following chapter.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
From the literature presently available on the
topic of listening, one is surprised there is little
research study in this area. All the furor over the lack
of research almost assures at least one good result. It
seems to have stimulated a flow of new materials, devices,
kits, and other approaches, most with avowed purpose of
improving instruction in a more structured sequential .
development of listening skills. Educators now realize
we cannot assume the mastery of listening skills without
some guided techniques.
A Look at Listening and Its Relationship to Reading
With the increasing attention being given to the
oral aspects of language, educators have been concerned
over the development of the child's ability to listen
effectively. The student's entire day is spent in some
form of verbal communication. In fact, more than one-half
of his time in the classroom is spent in listening. This
is why listening and the development of listening skills is
fast becoming an area of major concern in the curriculum.
5
6According to McKee:
Education, like most professions, does have 'magic
words', and I suppose that today listening is one of them.
At least the term is used frequently in educational
circles, often with a good deal of vagueness, and no
doubt some persons have the idea that any instructional
program is bound rO be a good one if it makes some
use of listening. -
From the appearance of the first research on
listening in 1917 to the present, the record of the place
of listening among the language arts is a chronicle of
neglect. Overlooking listening is accentuated by its pre-
eminence as a phase of communication. The momentous
impact of listening competence in the lives of children and
adults--and especially in contemporary international affairs
demands that it be raised from its low estate to a place of
prominence in educational research and in the curriculum. 2
Elin also stresses the fact that instruction in
listening is neglected in the classrooms. Teachers are
actually unaware of the amount of time they expect children
to listen. They do, however, acknowledge the, importance of
listening in learning and as a ,social skill. Also, the
majority of teachers do not consciously teach listening as
a fundamental skill of communication. This may be due in
lpaul McKee, "Listening," Timely TO}iCS in Reading
(New York: Houghton.Mifflin ~ompany, 1965 , pp. 1-4.
2~orman R. Dixon, "Listening: Most Neglected of the
Language Arts," Elementary English, Vol. XCI (1964), p. 287.
.-~
7part to the teachers' lack of sufficient know-how needed
to teach listening; or perr.. aps because the teachers are not
only unable to find textbooks on the subject, but because
they also find that course outlines, units, or simple
assignments and suggestions are largely non-existent. l
To conclude that listening in the elementary school
curriculum is neglected is, surely, an understatement. It
is a most important communications skill and very little
is done at any educational level to insure its proper
instruction.
The momentous impact of listening competence in all
our lives demands that we in education place a greater
emphasis upon this most important language art skill.
In the past, it has been believed that listening is
developed naturally by the child on his own. This is a
mistaken belief which is gradually changing.
Landry confirms this idea in his article, "The
Neglect of Listening," stating that within the last twenty
years, researchers have investigated the nature of listening
and the success with which we are able to listen. Consis-
tently, studies have proven that instruction in listening
does improve listening abilities. We are just beginning
to fully realize, too, that training is necessary to develop
that potential.
lRoderick J. Elin, "Listening: Neglected and For-
gotten in the Classroom," . Elementary English, Vol. XLIX,
No.2 (February, 1972), pp. 230-231.
8Because of the constantly growing awareness of the
neglect of listening programs in the elementary schools and
the realization of the need for developing listening skills,
some progress is being made. Some researchers have developed
a series of lessons which can be utilized for a portion of
a year at a grade level. Some programs which utilize
tapes and records and earphones are being developed in
order to encourage effective listening. However, much
remains to be done. l
The development of the ability to listen cannot be
overemphasized in Grades K - 6. Studies have shown that
listening is the most important means of reception of
communication. In both listening and re.ading we are con-
cerned with word meaning and vocabulary skills, and so forth.
The mature reader gets word meanings from context. In
listening one is dependent on this means of 'getting the
meaning of unfamiliar words. Listening skills are not
acquired incidentally; they must be taught at the pre-
school level. Listening instruction should also be organized
at the intermediate grade level.
Studies suggest ,that attention be given early to
listening ability in preschool years because of the primacy
of listening in the language arts. The child's entire life
is influ~nced by his ability to listen.
lDonald L. Landry, "The Neglect of Listening," ~­
mentary English, Vol. XLVI, No.5 (May, 1969), pp. 599-604.
9Way, in his article "Teaching Listening Ski1ls n ,
states:
Preparing a child, manipulating his environment and
the content to be transmitted so that he is ready to
listen, is one of the classroom teacher's duties. Again,
however, it is expected that at some point the child will
be able to generate these conditions for himself. In
order to accomplish the goal of self-direction in listening
readiness, the teacher should from time to time point out
what she is doing and why. There eventually comes a time
when the teacher can actually let the students dictate
what they feel should do in order to be ready for a
certain listening activity.l
Listening Must Be Taught in Order to Acquire Skills of
Listening
Readings indicate that reading ability can be
improved by training in listening. Studies also support
the theory that strengthening skills in one area of
communication usually show corresponding gains in other
areas. For this reason, using effective techniques in
teaching listening skills at levels K - 6 should be an
integral part of the learning program.
In Otto and Smith's book the following comment is
made:
As listening instruction comes to play a larger
role in the language arts curriculum and as better in-
struments and methods are developed for researching its
effects on reading achievement, the relationship between
listening instruction and reading ability will probably
become more clear-cut. At present time there is enough
subjective and objective evidence that listening instruc-
tion affects reading ability in a positive way to warrant
lJohn G. Way, "Teaching Listening Skills," The Reading
Teacher, Vol. XXVI, No.5 (February, 1973), pp. 472-76.
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suggesting some specific instructional practices de-
signed to improve listening ability and to enhance
growth in reading. To our knowledge,' none of the
suggestions that follow has been subjected to controlled
research. All are drawn from the teaching experience of
the writers, classroom observations, and dialogue with
teachers judged to be exemplary language arts teachers.
They are meant to illustrate practices that cause skills
common to both liste11irlg and reading to transfer from
listening to reading experiences. Essentially, we are
suggesting ways to integrate listening and reading
activities so that development in both listening and
reading skills is to add other proposals, perhaps from
their own experiences. Three things should be noted
about the suggestions presented here: 1) Each lesson
is directed to a single skill that is also a reading
skill, 2) the selection and task used to teach a particu-
lar listening skill are similar to the selection and
task to which transfer is desired; and, 3) with some
modifications, the suggestions may be employed in either
elementary or secondary schools. l
For years educators have been talking and writing
about the importance of developing and improving
listening skills, but not until the sixties did teachers
begin.to devote time to instruction in listening--the
neglected language art. Three factors have contributed
to the awakening to the importance of daily plans for
improving listening skills: 1) publication of research
findings, which link the improvement of reading skills
to the improvement of listening skills; 2) availability
of tape recorders, tapes, records, and listening stations;
and, 3) production of commercial listening programs.
Also during the past decade, the function of the teacher
in improving listening skills has become clearer. 2
lWayne Otto, Richard J. Smith, Administering the
School Reading Program (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1970), p. 97.
2Dorothy K. Bracken, "The Teacher's Function in
Developing Listening Skills," The Quest for Competency in
Teaching~eading. Edited by Howard A. Klein, IRA (1972),
p. 254.
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At the present time, the teacher's function in
developing and improving listening skills is: 1) to know
what research says about listening; 2) to be conscious of
basic and cognitive listening skills; 3) to determine the
listening abilities of her pupils; and, 4) to organize
a class for instruction as a result of pretesting.
Learning is dependent on listening in all grades.
Most -pupils are not accomplished listeners, therefore a
planned program of listening training is needed. Teachers
and students alike should be conscious of using listening
skillfully in all learning situations.
The suggested outline of listening skills on the
following pages may be closely coordinated with the sequence
of ~eading instruction activities in the classroom and may
serve as a guide to the teacher.
Structured and Nonstructured Activities to Build Power of
Listening
It is essential to match activities with students'
needs. In many cases it may be best to start with non-
structured activities--listening experiences not designed
to meet any given instructional objective. As the young
child begins to listen, structured activities should be
provided in order to teach him to follow directions and
instructions through effective listening habits which is
one of the most important objectives in a reading program.
~SKILL GRADES K-2
LISTENING SKILLS
GRADES 3-4 GRADES 5-6
l
f
Ii
't
J
\
Good attitudes
toward
listening
Similarities
and differences
in word sounds;
recognition of
new words
Hear~ing rhythm,
intonation,
mood effects,
tempo, changes
in key
Looks at speaker;
usually comes to the
person addressed
rather than calling
from a distance; can
play simple game in-
volving partners
meeting"each other.
Recognizes words with
common beginnings and
endings; listens for
rhyming sounds; plays
simple games in-
volving sounds.
In music, recognizes
differences in loud
and soft, fast and
slow, lively and
quiet, staccato and
sustained; plays
games where he does
what the music tells,
follows rhythms
clapped or beaten.
Can concentrate for
at least five minutes
on what a speaker is
saying; can engage in
a buddy system in
which chi1dren .al-
ternate reading
paragraphs to each
other ~
Listens for root and
word forms; hears
differences in
breathed and breath-
less beginnings;
plays games with
synonyms, antonyms,
homonynls.
Follows more detailed
rhythmic patterns;
can repeat up to
four measures of
melody; recognizes
orchestra sections;
can describe what
music seems to say;
listens to three-
minute record.
Adjusts to distractions;
can verbalize good
listening standards;
increases attention
span to 10-15 minutes;
can sit further from
speaker and still
listen attentively.
Hears co~.or and mood
words; recognizes syl-
lables from hearing
word; recognizes
dialect differences;
is more conscious of
accenting.
Recognizes individual
instruments; S}10WS
developing taste in
record selections;
seeks opportunities
for listening to live
performances; recog-
nizes common musical
patterns; participates
in part singing.
......
tv
Remembering
details and
finding
differences
Listening for
main ideas
Fol1:owing
directions
Gaining
information
Gives back-details in
simple story; can
repeat three numbers
or four letters; picks
out word that does
not belong; can play
game involving words
that distort ideas.
Tells wha~t story
is about; names
main characters.
Plays games involving
simple directions;
follows a two-step
direction with
physical activity;
can "think" a simple
direction.
Acquires facts to
find answers; knows
names of classmates
and teachers; can
make identifications;
acts on reply to
question.
Can respond directly
with the reverse;
can add adjectives and
adverbs to make sen-
tence more precise; can
hear stopping points in
paragraphs.
Picks out action words
in sentences he hears;
listens to small group
discussion and reports
main ideas.
Does one-step mental
arithmetic problem;
repeats assignments
given orally; does
creative work from
listening to direc-
tions.
Can proceed after
having question an-
swered; can listen
to stories on records
and tapes; can play
games from informa-
tion transfer.
Detects poorly con-
structed sentences
and nonsequential
arrangement of ideas;
can isolate phrases
that answer questions;
can put series of
events in order.
Selects main ideas
from speaking record;
gives simple outline
of content; gives
price of book.
Follows four-step
direction with a
physical movement;
does two-step mental
arithmetic problem;
adapts direction to
own use.
Gains from field trip;
can conduct simple
interview; recognizes
main ideas in panel
discussions or de-
bates.
t--'
W
Increasing
vocabulary;
improving
choice of words
Enjoyment of
speech, music,
creative noises
Critical and
evaluative
listening
Repeats new words;
gives. colorful
words w~th expres-
sion; can "play wi.th
a word" after it is
heard; puts together
words that sound
well.
Curious to hear dif-
ferent kinds of
sounds; likes to be
read to; can hear
many sounds on a
walk •.
Expresses like or
dislike of story;
demonstrates some
choice in what he
listens to.
Can learn ."a new word
a day"; can play games
where child predicts
meaning from sound;
can play game sub-
stituting big word
for smaller word
(big-gigantic).
Enjoys picture music;
can pantomime feel-
ings of story
characters.
Evaluates accuracy
of account--knows
when something l1as
been left out; can
evaluate report.
Can guess meaning from
context; can select
adjective-noun com-
binations that are
effective; hears new
words on radio and
TV; listens for
figures of speech.
Is sensitive to
nature sounds such as
moving water or wind;
uses sound effects
in story-telling.
Listens to own voice;
critically evaluates
speech for intonation,
word position, rhythm,
and speed. l
IC. '\Vinston, M. Morton, H. E. Bailey, "The Oak Park Study Skills Charts,"
The Instructor, Vol. LXXVI, No.8 (April, 1967), p. 66.
~
~
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In the majority of the studies reported in the
past, in which listening instruction had been provided,
pronounced gains were made in listening.
Create a listening center ~ith record player,
tape recorder, and headsets. Encourage students to enjoy
records and tapes during free time. If your classroom has
television, call your center a Listen and Look corner.
Start listening activities with something familiar.
Plan to read aloud daily and selec~ a favorite for the
first book. The writer usually starts the year with
Winnie the Pooh and reads a chapter each day right after
lunch. The children may draw, rest their heads on the desks,
or sit on the floor near the reader. The only rule is
quiet. After each oral reading period the children are
given an opportunity to share their reactions to the book.
Let us look at a few other nonstructured listening
activ.ities. In your Listen and Look corner you might pro-
vide a filmstrip projector, a record player with headsets,
and several fairy tales which come in filmstrip-record
packages from audiovisual firms.
You can create variations for "Show and Tell" by
having the children engage in this activity in small
conversational groups of five or six or by having youngsters
with news to share prepare a news broadcast.
It is a.good idea to place Talking Story Books (Scott,
Foresman) at the listening center. These are short
16
illustrated books with recordings. The child may follow
the words and see the illustrations in the book as he
hears the story read aloud.
For a homework assignment ask the children to
watch Family Affair, Lassie, or some otl1er television pro-
gram of interest to them. Follow this up by having the
class work in small groups to discuss the program on the
following day.
Prepare a few Listen and Do tapes for your listen~ng
center. These tapes can give direction for making some-
thing such as a simple paper hat, or they can present
oral riddles and puzzles for the listener to solve.
Music often tells a story or paints a picture. ~lany
children enjoy hearing the musical account of Peter and the
~ (Prokofieff) or following the merry pranks of Till
Eulenspiegel (Richard Strauss). Others might enjoy drawing
the pictures they visualize listening to Moussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition.
Buy recordings or prepare your own tapes of poetry
readings likely to interest your students. Have a folder
of pictures available so listeners can select those which
might illustrate the poems.
Let the children work in small groups to prepare
skits of
4
well known stories. Change the names of the charac-
ters and present the skits 1I1ive1l or on tape. Have members
of the audience try to identify the story being depicted.
17
Records are available which present a series of sound
effects. It is simple to prepare your own tapes using
sounds of bells, door slamming, crumpling paper, fire
crackling, person walking, car engine starting, train
whistle, and so on. Let tIle children identify the sounds
or create mental fantasies based on what they think they
hear.
Structured listening activities are curriculurn-
oriented, and directed at developing listening skills such
as hearing details or critical analysis.
Children's interest in radio and television can
serve as a jumping off place for an exercise in critical
analysis. Start the activity by having the children listen
to a series of commercials-.. Have the children analyze the
commercials by considering these questions: 'Vhat facts
were given? How much was based on opinion? \Vhat words
were used to describe the product? '~lat techniques were
used to make you want to buy the product? Did the com-
mercial try to make other brands seem inferior? 'fuat claims
were made for the product? What slogans, songs, and so on,
were used to help you remember the name of the product?
By using the pictures in workbooks and making up
your own directions, you can-devise a series of structured
activities. If children need practice. in hearing initial
consonant sounds, make a tape giving directions such as,
"~Iark the picture that shows something whose name begins
with the same sound as mountain."
_._.... >-.";,,.:.
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Children learn to make inferences from clues given
on a tape. If a row of pictures in a workbook shows some
money, a pin, a pair of scissors, and a map, the instruc-
tions might say, "Mother went to the table to get something
sharp. She wanted to cut cloth with it. Put a ring around
the picture which shows what 110ther picked up."
If children need practice in following directions,
make a tape that tells tl"lem to 11 Find the picture of the
man; color his hair brown. Find the picture of a mouse;
draw a line over him."
Used sparingly, novelty is an effective way to
teach children to listen for details. Give each child a
box of parquetry blocks containing square, triangular,
and diamond-shaped blocks of two sizes and five colors.
No two blocks in the box are alike. Clues might go like
this: "The block you are to find is square. It is neither
red nor blue. It is one of the small blocks. It is not
green and it is not orange. Take out the block I am
thinking of."
This exercise in following directions can be recorded.
Each child is given a sheet of paper with ,the outline of a
map of a city drawn on it. Then give instructions similar
to these: "Draw First Avenue through the center of tIle city
running ~orth and south." or "Main Street runs east and west
..
near the northern edge of the city. Draw it on your map
and label it. 1t
""".-.-_-------------------------...,;,~-----_._-------
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For young primary children, conversations between
two or three puppets or stuffed animals might be used
occasionally to present oral lessons. Such topics as
safety, manners, and cleanliness could be presented in
Ithis manner.
'fuatever combination of methods, techniques, and
procedures is used it would seem safe to say that the class-
room which gives substantial and systematic attention in
teaching listening skills will improve the reading ability.
Strengthening skills in one area of .communication should,
and usually does, show highly corresponding gains in the
other areas.
Lane in her article, "Listening: Learning for Under-
achieving Adolescents," confirms this idea by stating,
"TIlis fact alone is an argument for teaching skills at all
levels and to all children as an integral part of the
2learning program."
Suggestions for Parents in Developing Good Listening Habits
"You listen.
You nod your head encouragingly.
How nice, but do you really understand? lt 3
IDona K. Stahl, itA Look at Listening,1t Instructor, Vol.
LXXIX, No.8 (April, 1970), pp. 65-66.
2patricia K. Lane, "Listening: Learning for Underachieving
Adolescents,11 Journal of Reading, Vol. XV, f~O. 7 (April, 1972),
pp. 448-449.
3Geraldine E. La Racque, ItBook Marks: Books That Open
Doors to Understanding," English Journal Edited by Richard S.
AIm, Vol. LVI, No.2 (February, 1967), p. 314.
t'
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The parent who encourages a child to tall<: and WI10
learns to be a good listener is providing the best possible
foundation for reading and developing listening skills.
Parents should provide opportunities for listening
to songs, cha~ts, jump-rope jingles, nonsense verses and
all the rest. The children love to repeat them and given
the opportunity revel in teaching them to others.
Story telling is another aid. Many parents go back
to the stories they heard as children and retell them. As
children develop their own skill with words, they are ready
to listen.
'IIg states:
Listening, I feel, is as much a part of learning
to read as the actual act of reading itself. Un-
fortunately, parents stop reading to their children to
read to themselves. The opposite is probably true; the
more experience the child has with language and the 1
written word, the faster will be his progress in reading.
The parent may choose any activlty that will develop
the skill of listening. The flexibility of a~tivity will
enable a parent to meet the various abilities of listening
levels that are found among children.
Parents who learn that being a good listener is an
asset in deal~ng with youngsters will be aware not to say
lFrances Ilg, "The Child from Three to Eight with
Implications for Reading," The Issues and Innovations in
Teaching of Readingz Edited by Joe L. Frost (Glenview,
Illinois: Scott Foresman and Company, 1967), p. 84.
-----------.----------------------- __.c'·.,"'""",,",~....,,'s....~
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the right thing at the wrong time and leave unsaid the
things at the tempting moment.
This very special skill may be acquired by hard
work. Parents must listen to the language of behavior with
eyes and not just ears. A tear, a laugh, a sullen face
is real and do have meaning as words do. Responding
reflectively and listening to how the youngster feels is
very important. Children who learn that parents under-
stand them when nothing is said are convinced they will be
listened to when they do talk.
Hamachek in his article,nHow to Listen to Your
Child," offers this suggestion to the parents:
A willingness to listen to our children can play
an important part toward enhancing a youngster's feelings
of self-esteem and self-confidence. It is essential to
keep in mind that the very act of listening is a form of
nonverbal communication. Attentive, responsive (as
opposed to passive, bored) listening can communicate
any number of different but overlapping messages to a
youngster, such as "You're a worthwhile person" and
"I respect your point of view. nl
Unfortunately, we adults sometimes behave as if we
could talk a child into feeling adequate and good about
himself. It is true that our praise and positive evalua-
tiona can aid tremendously in building a youngster's self-
esteem. However, it is also true that it is greatly rewarding
1Don E. Hamachek, "How to Listen to Your Child,n
National Education Association. Handout by George Cretilli"
Cardinal Stritch College, Summer 1973-
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and ego-enhancing for a child to know that another
person considers him important enough to listen to what
he has to say. In order for him to develop confidence in
his ideas and in him ability to communicate, he has to
have ~any opportunities to express his deepest feelings to
people who matter to him and who will listen in a nonjudg-
mental way. In sum, parents {teachers, too} who are skilled
in the art of listening can leave a youngster with the
feeling, "I guess I'm all right. I count. I matter. If
my parents (teachers) listen to me, I can risk talking to
other people too. •• "
Communication between parent and teenager is ex-
tremely difficult if the ground work for good communication
has not been laid during the early years. Sometimes we
adults don't listen as well as we should to young children
because, after all, what has seven-year-old Gregory or five-
year-old Daniel got to say that's so important anyway?
'Vhat is l1important" is a relat"ive matter, and if
children learn at an early age that what they consider to
be major concerns are treated as minor concerns by their
parents, we should not be surprised if they become in-
creasingly less communicative and more secretive as they
get older.
Conversation between parents and tlleir teenage off-
spring reflects early communication patterns. Unfortunately,
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we sometimes seem to feel that because we have more control
over the general behavior and whereabouts of our preadoles-
c,ent children, we have less need to communicate with them.
However, during the adolescent years, wh'en parents progres-
sively lose more and more control over their youngsters,
some begin to feel a very sudden urge to communicate and
to listen. In numerous instances, however, the need to
listen to seventeen-year-old Joan and sixteen-year-old
Philip has less to do with being interested in the teen-
agers' welfare 'and more to do with allaying parents'
anxieties about where thei,·~ children were, what they did,
and who they were with.
It's Never Too Late
Although it is true that good listening is the
antecedent to good communication and that good communication
patterns (like bad ones) begin early, it is also true that
better communication is always possible. Take heart, there-
fore; it's never too late to start. l
Listening Letter
Dear Mr. and Mrs.
lIve noticed that has diffi-
culty listening to stories and fcl10wing directions. Will
lIbid ••
_.-.Io'...·tllioollil£IIIIilili·MM""~""'''''__IiIIiilIiiiiIWI''''''-' .__..__...__ .__.. ,__.__ '_"" . _
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you help at home by engaging him in conversations as often
as possible? Speak to him 'slowly. Try to get an answer
before going on to another topic. Listen carefully to
him. Sometimes it helps to kneel down to study his face
and~ eyes as he talks.
The following remarks might start a conversation.
1. Did you do anything enjoyable today in school?
Tell' me about it. Tell me more about it. Tell me about
other things you like (or don't like) about school. I like
hearing you tell me about school. (Boy Scouts, Y.M.C.A.,
music lessons, movies, Sunday school.)
2. (During commercials on T.V.) Did you like that
part of the show? \Vhat do you think is going to happen?
I like to know about what you like. Did you like what • . .
.1 Would you like to live like ••• ?did (or said) to
\Vhy? 'illy not?
3. You had a bad nightmare last night. Will you
tell me about it? Why was it so awful? I don't like night-
mares, do you?
4. What would you like for dinner this week? lim
making out the shopping list 'and I'd like your ideas.
5. Father and I,would like to take the family some
place special this weekend. ~fuere would you like to go?
6. (Car ride) I want you to describe each truck
. that passes by. Tell me about the color, the s1ze, and
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what you think the truck is for. How should I turn here to
get home; left or right? How many blocks are we from
the light? Am I turning left or right now?l
Research Findings
Pre-Primary Level
An increasing number of authorities in early educa-
tion have recognized the importance of teaching listening
skills to assure success in developing pre-reading skills.
Stanchfield in one of her experimental studies used .
the following to develop the reading readiness program.
1. Listening for comprehension of content.
The ability to listen is often taken for granted and
is the~efore seldom taught specifically. Efficient listening
must be learned and practiced. In the research program,
special attention was given to this area because it is
important to speech, language, and reading.
'The lessons in this part of the experimental cur-
riculum centered on listening for pleasure and relaxation,
comprehending what someone said or read, memorizing, remem-
bering, and following directions. The children listened to
poems, songs, and re~ordings, aware of the mood each work
created. As the teacher read or told a story, the chil-
dren listened to answer directed questions or to recall and
INancy A. Hall, Rescue (A Handbook of Remedial Reading
Techniques for Classroom Teacher) (Stevensville, }1ichigan:
Educational Service, Inc., 1969), p. 207.
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tell parts of the story. The children listened to follow
directions. At first the directions were simple. Later they
were more complex.
2. Listening for auditory discrimination and develop-
ment.
As a prelude to the aural discrimination of words
and word elements, the children had many directed listening
experiences. After the children had learned to listen to
the teacher, to each other, to music, and to sounds in their
environment, the teacher began to develop the concepts of
volume, pitch, direction, duration, sequence, accent, tempo,
repetit~on, contrast, and distance. To develop these con-
cepts, the teacher used a variety of recordings, tonal instru-
1
ments, poems, jingles, and rhythms.
Goolsby, in his initial evaluation of the listening
materials used in Head Start, justifies their further
development and extension for further investigations
especially for use with a sample from the normal population
of children: "The trends are in the right direction for
outcomes of instruction in critical 1istening.,,2
1 Jo M. Stanchfield, "The Development of Pre-Reading
Skills in an Experimental Kindergarten Program,n Elementary
School Journal, Vol. LXXI (May, 1971), p. 443.
2'thomas M. Goolsby, Jr., "Listening Achievement in
Head Start," Reading Teacher, Vol. XXI (April, 1968), pp.
661-662.
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The purpose of Rosner's study, in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania in 1972, was to investigate the usefulness of
teaching auditory analysis skills to pre-readers--four-
year-old pre-schoolers. The program explicitly stated the
goals of instruction and provided valid tests for measure-
mente It was reasoned that auditory skill is desirable
before reading instruction. The study indicated that
auditory skills can be taught to pre-readers at least as
young a~ four-year-olds. The effects of this study are
unavailable, however, data from other studies of Rosner
support optimistic projections. l
The-results of these few pre-p~imary studies give
knowledge 'on the effects of providing a program of listening
instruction to this age group including beginning first
graders.
Primary Level
The Program of Primary Auding Skills ·was carried
on with pupils enrolled in grade one and two. Three elemen-
tary schools in Northern Colorado were selected, Central
Elementary, Erie Elementary, and Frederick Elementary to
participate in this project.
The time period scheduled for formal auding activities
corresponded with the time scheduled in most classrooms for
J
reading group discussion, approximatel'y twenty minutes per
lJerome Rosner, "Auditory Analysis Training with
Pre-Readers, n Handout by Universit,y of Pittsburgh, S·umm.er,
1973, pp. 38..61.
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day. The children were divided into groups for their
formal auding activities. Tapes and stories were scheduled
which child was to listen while reading the story in a book.
In the project rooms the further treatment was
provided:
1. Twenty minutes daily of auding skills instruc-
tion in the auding center.
2. Response sheets completed by the children on
the auding skills content.
3. Discussion of the auding skills lessons with
the teacher.
4. Twenty minutes daily of literature and/or
music in the auding center.
5. Discussion of the literature and/or music
lesson with the teacher.
6. Individual use of auding center by children,
as they had time, for enrichment and enjoyment
with literature and/or music materials.
7. Individual use of auding center by children
for additional skill practice in auding and
reading.
8. Use of individual cassette tape recorders from 1
read-a-long stories at home or during free time.
There were no activities conducted with the
control rooms in the St. Vrain Valley District with either
the teachers or the children other than conducting the testing
program. The teachers in the control rooms were probably
aware of the nature of the auding skills program since that
lED 061009 "A Program of Primary Auding Skills"
Final Evaluation Report, Thompson School District R2-J, .Love-land, Colorado, 1969-1970, pp. 1-25.
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program had considerable publicity both prior to and
during the time the project was in operation. Since none
of the material or training programs were available to
them, it is unlikely that they were able to incorporate any
aspects of the auding skills p~ogram in their classrooms.
Observation of the control rooms did not reveal the use
of any of the lesson materials developed for the auding
program. Some equipment, i.e.: record players, filmstrip
projectors, and tape recorders, were available in the control
rooms. However, the usage of this equipment was for other
purposes than the teaching of listening or auding skills.
In this study the listening scores of the experimental
group were higher.
Intermediate Level
In a study involving six fifth-grade classes in
Kingsport, Tennessee, including l47students at George
Washington Elementary School, specific training was given
in listening for main ideas, details, and inferences. Not
only were gains in these skills significant, but other
skills, such as getting word meaning and following directions,
also showed significant improvement. Therefore, a definite
training in listening does affect the child's ability to
listen for specific'purposes. l
lSue E. Trivette, "The Effect of Training in
Listening for Specific Purposes,1f Journal of Educational
Research, Vol. LIV (March, 1961), pp •. 276-277.
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In another study involving fifth-graders, a compari~
son was made of three groups: one group received direct
instructions and practice lessons in listening for main
ideas, relevant and irrelevant details, important details,
opinions, and transitional phrases; the second experimental
group received indirect instruction by listening to selec-
tions with a followed discussion of content; the third
group, a control group, received the usual language arts
program. Both experimental groups made significant gains
on a standardized listening test. The group which received
direct instruction m~de most significant gains. The control
h d - -fa talgroup s owe no s1gn1 1can ga1ns.
Fawcett substantiated the value of listening instruc-
tion in a study from which the following conclusions are
war.ranted :0
1.
2.
3.
4.
Students who receive listening instruction
evidence significant improvement in listening
ability, whereas those students who do not
receive such instruction do not.
Listening is a skill which can be improved
through instruction.
Listening ability is significantly related to
reading, language and arithmetic.
Reading comprehension is significantly related
to listening ability.2
lA
Robert G. Canfield, "How Useful Are Lessons on
,Listening?" Elementary School Jour'naI, Vol. LXII (December,
1961), PP.'ol46-151.
2Annabel E. Fawcett, "Training in Listening," Elemen-
tary English 2 Vol. XLIII (May, 1966), p. 476.
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Summary
've know, or at least we vaguely feel, that we must
know much more about listening especially if it is related
to reading. Recent studies have supported and refined
existing assumptions and have increasingly made it clear
that listening ability can be improved by instruction. They
have explored the importance of the use of interested
materials used in listening programs. But research grinds
slowly and materials are substantially untried and fail to
meet the broad needs of the child.
Teachers may try and experiment with some stimu-
lating materials in the meantime. She may use her powers
of persuasion to convince herself that certain techniques
will work for her.
----------------------------------..............~..........,~'".,...........~~.::;
CHAPTER III
SUGGESTED }tIATERIALS
Games
Games can be catalysts in the teaching experience.
Rules and scoring must be simple. Listening games must
permit the players to feel they can win at any time,
despite early losses. Drill exercises which many children
find to be' dull and uninviting may become most attractive
when transferred to a setting in which games are employed.
In this chapter a number of listening games are cited which
may be motivating in actual classroom situations. Since
listening operates at various levels, teachers must deliber-
ately choose games to function at a particular level of the
child's listening ability to build the listening power.
Games must be interesting and must be purposeful.
Pre-Primary Level
1. Curious Traveler (K-3)
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
To encourage attentive listening to oral.
directions.
Class
None
The teacher begins by telling the children
that each of theln is going to be a "Curious
Traveler" • Tl'le teacher then gives the following
directions and the children act them out:
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"The traveler stood up. (CI'lildren stand)
He look~d to the North.
He looked to the South.
lIe looked to tIl East.
He looked to the West.
lIe tllen turned around and faced the Nortl1.
Then t11e- '~lest.
Tllen t11e Sot,h.
Then tIle Eab"c.
Then he stood on tiptoe to see over this
neighbor's Slloulder.
'He smiled at what he saw
And sat down. 1f
The game is then repeated using modified
directions.
AD ..J\PTATIONS: (1)
( 2)
The children or the teacher may add or
substitute other things for the traveler
to do such as putting a pack on his back.
Children could serve as "directors" after
they become familiar with the game.
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
Children should be advised to do their own
thinking rather than watching a neighbor.
2. Flying (K-2)
To listen in order to reason from what is
heard.
A large or a small group
None
The children stand either at the side of their
desks or in an open area of the regular class-
room. The leader stands in front of the
group and says, "The sparrow is flying." At
tlie same time tIle leader nloves his arms
rapidly up and down. The other children
move their arms up and down in response.
Each succeeding time the leader changes the
name of tIle bird, for instance, tfThe robin
is flying. n If the leader names any animal
that does not. fly, the children must not
move their arms even though tlleleader does.
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
~IATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
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1Vhen a child moves his arms at the wrong time,
he takes his seat. The last child standing
wins the ganle.
(1) The children walk around the room as
tlleir arnlS move in a flying motion, but
stop when something other than a bird is
named.
(2) The galne coulcl be cl'langed to. 11 Swimming"
with the children using their arms in a
swimming motion and the names of fish
substituted for the names of birds. The
leader would. say, for instance, "The
minnow is swimming."
Be sure that the same children are not always
. the winners and another group of slower re-
'acting children are not always the losers.
After a few minutes of play all of those
standing COllld be declared winners.
3. Listen for Sounds (L-2)
To provide opportunity for attentive listening
in the interpretation of sounds.
Class
Objects which may be used to produce sounds,
such as, sheet of paper; book; brush or broom;
package of file cards; abacus; two tumblers,
one containing water.
The teacher asks the players to put their
heads on their desks in a "nest" made of the
two arms. Children close their eyes and
listen to a sound the teacher makes by crushing
paper, pouring water from one tumbler to
another, or some other use of the objects.
Children indicate recognition of the sound
by raising one hand, keeping their eyes
closed•.
Sounds recorded on a tape may be used.
Encourage children to give complete answers
when asked to identify the sound. For example,
"I heard water poured into a glassu.is a more
complete answer than "water".
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS~
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
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4. Pack-a-Picnic (K-3)
To provide practice in attentive listening
so that the names 0 a series of articles
can be recalled.
Group or class
None
The teacher begins the game by saying,
"Today I t m packing my picnic basl{et and
I'll need some help. Illl put in some cake.
'V11at will you put in, Ruth?" Ruth says, "I'll
put in some cake and some cheese sandwiches."
Each player repeats the articles already
packed and adds his article. Continue until
4 or 5 children have had a turn, then start
the packing over again.
Kindergarten children would enjoy filling'a
~oy box, or Santa's pack.
If a- child experiences difficulty in
recalling a series it would be well to give
him a turn early in the game.
5. Sally Says (K-3)
To provide practice in listening and
experience in following oral d~rections.
Class
None
Children stand by their desks. The teacher
or game leader gives directions which involve
physical activity, such as, "Sally says, tpat
your head 1 ,'" "Sally says~\ 'Hop on' one foot.,n
,Children follow directions, but eventually
the leader will give a direction omitting
nSally says tt • lvhen this happens, those who
perform the,motion must sit down. When most
of the children have had to take their seats,
a new game may be started, with all children.
participating again.
ADAPTATIONS :.
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
~IATERIALS :
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More than one direction could be given at
a time.
Children should understand that all action
is to take place without moving from their
original positions.
6. Surprise Sack (~-31
To listen attentively so that one can reason
from what is heard.
Small group or class
A small object in a paper sack for each child.
Each child is encouraged to bring a small
object such as a top, bracelet, plastic cup,
comb, ribbon, or toy in a paper sack. At
an appropriate time, each Cllild describes or
tells something about his hidden surprise
object. For instance, Johnny might say,
"I have something in my sack that winds up
and spins. \Vhat is it? n The other children
listen attentively for the clue and try to
guess what iS,in the sack.
To add an element of interest the children
may use "color words" and "size words" in
telling about their objects.
(1) Some children may forget to bring an
object and they could choose something
in the room or from a collection of ob-
jects brought by the teacher.
(2) The teacher should see that the game
moves along with dispatch.
7. Listening Test (1-4)
To test the children's abilities to listen
(specific purpose will differ according to the
test)
Class or group
Listening test patterned according to the
,foll:ol'fing: A short selection to be read by
the ';ceacher; a mult~L.i)".~';:;-choice test sheet
f .. h·"" " ' ~ k "or eacn c 1~a; marKe~3 \~~ace- eepers);
pencils.
~r··-T·,,::·~c·
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
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The teacher first reads the selection. She
then reads the possible answers as children
follow on their answer sl1eets wi t:.h t11eir
markers. Children then underline the response
they believe to be correct. The test is
scored according to the number of correct
responses.
The same test could be used at the beginni~g
and end of the first semester to show chil-
dren their growth in listening as measured
by this test.
Accompany directed listening exercises with
consistent listening expectancy in all
activities.
8. Listen to the Spelling (1-2)
To help children to spell by listening
carefully.
Class or group
None
The teacher assembles a class or group by
asking the children to gatller in response to
hearing their last names spelled.
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
A child may assemble the group by
spelling the first names.
The group could be assembled by spelling
something a child is holding in his hand,
e.g., b-o-o-k, p-e-n-c-i-l, or p-i-c- -
t-u-r-e.
Always say "capital" before spelling a
name.
Don't "give it away" by looking directly
at the child as his name is spelled.
9. Muffin Man (1-2)
PURPOSE: ..
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
To provide practice in listening to identify
word beginnings.
Class or group
Chalkboard or pocket chart containing
letter.s from w}1i::;'~1 the c,,,:~ldren select as
they identify word beginni~bs; Song, The
Muffin 11an.
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
Primary Level
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
The teacher leads the group in singing "The
Muffin ~1an," aslcing a volunteer to remove the
letter \vi th . which l\luffin begins. The game
moves along with characters other than the
~Iuffin ~1an. For exarnple, upn is renloved
while singing about tIle Popcorn ~tan; "G" is
removed while singing about the Garbage Man.
(1) Names that begin ''lith consonant
blends may be used when the children are
ready for them.
(2) Children may lead a part of the song with
a character, they may name.
None.
10. Tall Tale (1-2)
To listen attentively to determine the
sequence of events.
Group or class
None
The children listen carefully to a story
the teacher begins. "~en the teacher stops,
the next person must continue the story.
Continue until everyone in the group has
contributed to the story: nOne day, while I
was walking in the woods, I met two Indian
boys • • • 11
In telling a story, children might choose a
category sucll. as nnoisy" words to use in
telling the story.
Choosing children, rather than letting them
take turns in order, will cause the class
to listen more closely--awaiting their time
to be called on. .
1. Bird Walk (2-fL
To listen with the intent to increase the
memory span.
Group or class
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
._._..,-_._.---------->-,..._'----~ ..."'.
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None
One child may start tIle game by saying, "I
went for a walk... I saw a robin." The next
child will say, "I werlt for a wall<-. I sa"'N
a robin and a bluejay, it tl1.uS adding another
bird. Each child repeats and ~dds another.
Start with a new listing after four or five
or an appropriate number of children have
participated.
ADAPTATIONS: (1)
(2)
For developing more specific skills,
or for older children, each child may
insert a nurnber, e.g., "I salVO two robins.
I sal..,. six goldfinches, etc. tt •
Other objects nlay be used: rtI went to
the store for 11other. I bought.. ft
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATI6NS:
Playing this game too often or for lo~g
periods of time would negate its value.
2. Button Hunt (2-3)
To listen attentively to develop memory span.
Eight to ten
A cupful of fairly large buttons.
Two pupils called the Button Hiders hide
40 - 50 buttons around the room. The other
children cover their eyes while this is
being done. After all the buttons have been
hidden the other children, called the Button
Hunters, are given three minutes to find them.
'fuen three minutes are up each player tells
how many buttons he has and the Button Hiders
write down the scores. The one with the
most buttons is called the Batton Winner.
More important, however, the children are
then asked to write the name of each Hunter
and the number of buttons he has found. The
one who has the most correct, wins, and is
called Memory Winner.
An entire class could play the game working
in groups of three and each group leader
could report the total score of his group.
Each group then could pool its collective
memory in striving to b~ the Memory,Winner.
- '~--"__...J;._.•.•>., '''.__•__......."~__'''__._-..,.._'''.~,
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CAUTIONS: (1)
(2)
( 3)
The children should be cautioned not to
race around the room but to search slowly
and deliber~tely.
The buttons should not be hidden near
easily-broken objects.
Pupils might be helped to develop
mnemonic devices for remembering the
number stateo ~y each pupil.
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
3. Directional Dismissal (2-4)
To listen intently to remember a series of
directions.
Entire class
None
As the children are ready for dismissal
the teacher says, f1 TIle row which has t11e
boy with the red and white checked shirt will
be dismissed first--the row which has the
girl who is chairman of the bulletin board
committee this week will be dismissed second--
the third row to be dismissed will be the one
which is next to the windows," etc. After
all groups have been designated the teacher
will say, "Class is dismissed," and the
children will file out quietly in the sequence
indicated.
ADAPTATIONS: (1)
(2)
A child may say how the class is to be
dismissed.
The children may form a line for dis-
missal, beginning at the doorway, as
the teacher says, ft'The bulletin board
committee may line tr> first, the boy who
knocked the home run during afternoon
recess will be next" etc.
CAUTIONS: (1) If the second adaptation is used, the
teacher may want to speed up the process
by having the children line up in larger
groups such as, tiThe rest of the girls
may line up next."
(2) The teacher should use descriptions
which are common knowledge to all the
children.
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·PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
4. Don't Go Hungry (2-4)
To give practice in listening in order to
increase memory powe~.
Class or group
Three by five inch cards with a letter of the
alphabet on each card.
Cllildren listen \vhile a child selected to be
IT tells of his plans to go to the store.
IT says, for example, HI will go to the
store to buy some apples, some bananas, and
some cabbage. I will go to the store to buy
some dou~llrluts." These words are sool<:en in
alphabetical order. The teacher th~n holds
up a card with one of the letters used, for
example d. Children who can recall the d
word doughnut volunteer by raising their
hands. One pupil is then called on to answer.
A correct answer permits him to be the next
IT. A wrong response means his name must go
on a list of pupils who must Go Hungry. If
so, he chooses a new IT. The game moves
on, beginning with the next letter of the
alphabet.
(1) The teacher may post a list of
consonant blends which may be used in
o.rder.
(2) The game may be based on a trip to the
kitchen to prepare a meal instead of a
trip to the store.
The group may agree to omit q, x, y, z.
5. Test Your Listening (2-4)
To give practice in attentive listening
in order to recall information.
Small group or class.
Paragraphs to be read by the leader, and
questions to accompany each paragraph.
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
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Have pupils write the answers to the
questions.
Use materials from various 6ubject~
matter ,1.reas.
Frequently, use humorous material.
Occasionally ask a question whose answer
is not included in the paragraph.
(1) Use reasonable questions.
(2) Do not prolong the game. One or two
paragraphs at a time are probably suf-
ficient, depending on the ability of the
children.
6. 1V11at am I? (2-4)
To give practice in listening to make auditory
discriminations.
Two or more
Chalkboard and chalk; a list of words with
,endings such as: oak (book), ell (bell,
jell, well)
The leader says, for example, ttI end with OOK.
Children read me. '\111.0 am I?" . /\ player goes
to the board and writes his ·answer. If it
is correct he scores one point. The player
with the most points is tne winner.
(1) This could be used with beginning sounds
suel! as br-, :} clue: for e;;:,ample, tlI
am handy for swec.r>ir..g n (Broom).
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(2) Vowel sounds could be used: l-ck,
itA key is my partner. n (LocI,).
CAUTIONS: (1)
(2)
Choose words which children are able to
spell.
Have many kinds of endings and have the
clues written on the list so tile game can
go at a rapid pace.
7. ~lat Next? (2-4)
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
To listen to anticipate the completion of
a musical pattern.
Class or group
Piano or toy xylophone if one is available,
otherwise just a singing voice.
The teacher plays or sings the first bars
of a familiar song such as "Jingle Bells,"
A child is then called upon to sing the re-
maining notes of the song.
For more advanced children an unfamiliar
pattern of both rhythm and tune could be
played or sung by the teacher with the
child asked to repeat that ~lich he has just
heard.
(1) Partners could play thi~ game by having
one child play or sing a pattern and the
other repeat it. The children take turns
originating their own musical patterns.
(2) The children might be. encouraged to
create both the words and music.
If a whole classroom participates, the period
should be short as children become restless
waiting for a turn.
8. Who? 1Vhen? '\Vh:y:? (2-3)
To listen in order to reason from what is
heard.
Small group
Cards labeled '~lho? ,,~n'1en? 'fuy? One of
each for each player; lists of phrases or
sentences for teac"<;.,,::." S use> SUCl1 as:
Because it was win6y
The children
DIRECTIONS:
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because the ground was wet
day after tomorrow
The teacher hands to each player the cards
labeled llli.£, l'lhel1, ~~lhl. Slle reads a phrase
and cllildren hold ~p the card which best
describes \vhat the pl1rase or selY:~ence tells.
ADAPTATIONS: (1)
(2)
~ and \\lllere cCl.r'cls may be used with
appropriate phr~~es.
This may be made into a written-response
game for seatwork by duplicating the
phrases and asking children to write the
appropriate word after each.
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
The teacher should be very careful to pick
phrases or sentences within the achievement
span of the group.
9. Word Families (2-3)
To provide practice in listening in order
to classify what is heard and to develop
memory span.
Group or class
Lists of four ,\'ords in a group" three of
which fall into a like classification, as:
(1)
apple
grass
peach
orange
(2)
house
street
road
llighway
(3)
hen
duck
pig
robin
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
The teacher will say four words--three of
which belong to a given classification. The
children raise their hands to indicate readi-
ness to say the three that belong together.
(1) Five or more words may be used if chil-
dren show readiness for the greater
challenge.
(2) Comp~tition may be included by having
two teams of players, giving one point
for each correct answer.
Since this is basically a listening game and
not a vocabulary building game, the words used
must be familiar to the children.
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10. "fuich On(~? (2-3)
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
To listen attentively in order to make
comparisons.
Small group
On cards pl ::~e f -:temerlts s'uch as:
1. '~ll'lich:: _gl a nlc_,~ntai..:.l or a l1ill?
2. ~ai, 1 l~ otter, a f re in the stove or
a. llof soup?
3. "tIli.c",.l is biggel', a s. ation ~lagon or a
scooter?
4. vfuich is colder, an icicle or an apple?
5. vfuich runs faster, a pig or a deer?
Divide the 'group into two teams. The teacher
reads the first statement and the first child
in Tear;~ Nwnber 1 will answer. Tl'1e first child
on Team Number 2 has the second turn, and so
on. Each correct answer scores a point. If
the child makes an error, the first child to
detect the error scores a point for his team.
(1) The cards are turned face down on the
table. Each child, as his turn comes,
selects a card for the teacher to read
and the child to answer.
(2) ~, 'V11en, 'Vhere questions could be used.
At first you may wish to have the children
state their answers in a complete statement
as: A mountain is higher than a hill.
Intermediate Level
1. 'VIla is Speaking? (5-8)
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
M~\TERIALS :
DIRECTIONS:
To listen in order to remember details and
main ideas.
Small group or class
None
The group is divided into two teams. The
players on one tean put ~~eir heads on their
desl{s v.rhile 2. I)lay":';~~ rr'c. otrie:..'* ·CC.-aLl
makes se'v'~l~al st:,a~c_:::en·cs ab)o~-t, 2. topic l..Il
social studies, for example. A player from
---- --_._-------_._---------_._----- ------
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the first team must then identify who was
speaking and tGll those things that were
said. A point is given for identifying the
speaker and also for each correct statement
ren1em1Jcred. TIle t.f~CtraS tal{e turns and tIle
one \vi th tI1.e greatc:::,-v n:.]U11Der of poirlts is t,h,c
winner. Example of a se o~ ?upil state-
ments: The Hawaiian Islands are loca~ed in
trl·e middle of tl'~~ ·'-'.:;u:ific. TIley" ar'(j i)art of
the U.S. and are very important as air and
sea bases. They produce pineapple and sugar
which are their two biggest exports.
l\DAPTATIONS: (1)
(2)
This game can be used to give review in
any academic area.
The teacher could supply the list of
statements to be react by the players.
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
(1) The statements given by the players
should be relevant and significant.
(2) Child~en should speak in thei~ natural
voices.
2. Adjective Ball Game (6-8)
To listen so that a variety of words used
as adjectives can be remem~ered.
Class
A list on the chalkboard of words that can be
used as nouns, e.g.:
bicycle
cabin
elephant
mOl:'I:t~ain
magician
monkey
DIRECTIONS: Divide the class iI1.tO twc'te:::.;.n:,~_;, tIle Yankees
and the Dodgers. The ~eams stand on opposite
sides of the room. The first player on the
Yankees' team chooses one of the nouns from
the board and gives an adjective to modify it--
as clever monkey. The second player on the
Yankees' Team gives still another adjective
to modify monkey--as noisy monkey. The
Yankees continue until a player repeats an
~djective already given or until can't
think of another adjective within a few
seconds of tilne. 'rll.is ~ '"yer sits do,.vn., and
the next player on ~~e L ,ger team chc a
~he wi~aing ~eaill will
noun, gives an
the game continues.
c:"'t:L~-Ie -."o.)di ..:".""G aT.::..Ci.
ADAPTATIONS:
_.•._.~-"-----
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have the larger nwnber of players at the
end of the game.
As the class becomes efficient, two adjec-
tives might be req~ired--as shabby, old suit.
CAUTIONS: (1)
(2)
Avoid words t,"l:' are overworked as adj ec-
tives, like n~ 0.
If con·..pe,il'1€~· t,".;~;;~s a~.· ~,ised, players
should be fairly equa~ ~n abili~y.
3.
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:'
PLAYERS:
Dramatizing Introductions (6-7)
------ ._.-_.-- ~._....-;:----......
To listen carefully during in~roductions in
order to renlember and use pertine;~t i""...~:'oI"ma­
tion.
Small group or class
None
TIle group is divided into t\~lO teams. Tl1e
teacher or leader makes an introduction of two
people in front of the others. The leader
migllt say to one, ttlIotiler, this is Bill Jones.
He just moved into our neighborhood. Bill,
this is my mother--the best cooky baker in
town." The two people then acknowledge each
other by name, and say several appropriate
things to each o·t::<~r.· Tll.e players on the t\vQ
teams are then asl(,:;;d qt:..3stions in turn by the
leader concerning points they should remember
about each person in the introduction.
Members of one team could ask the questions
of members 02 the second team.
Players taking part in the introduction
should do just as they would in a real intro-
duction. A few children may act "sillyn. In
a friendly but firm manner this attitude
should be discouraged from. the ve~y first.
4. Get the Idea? (6-8)
To lis~en for the main idea of a paragraph.
Small group or class
....---·..,r......... ...--------------------------------------~------ -<L"'''t'C~~:r~'':''"
~
I:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
Selections from any of these sources: (1)
stories from such school publications as
the Reader's Digest Builders; (2) news-
papers and magazines; (3) textbooks in the
content su ects; paper and pencil for each
player.
The teacl:e:r' or a r)' il ads a paragrapll '.t1'\()111
a self~ction \'Vllil(~ r' dyel~s listen for t1-;.e
main id.ea of t11at~ i:"(..~.·· ---6raph. Tilen each
player writes the main idea in his own words
in a sentence on his paper. After several
paragraphs have be3n read and the players
have written the main ideas for each, the
player who has the greatest number of best
answers is the winner •
.A.DAPTATIONS: The players may write titles for the para-
graplls.
These titles may also be expressed as
headlines.
The players write the one main idea of
several paragraphs.
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
The paragraphs which are selected should
contain definite main ideas.
5. Last Letter Leads (6-7)
To listen in order to recall words that can
be used as nouns.
Class
None
Divide the class into two teams which stand
on the opposite sides of the room. The first
player on Team 1 says a word commonly used
as a noun, e.g., house. The first player on
Team 2 must then name a word used as a noun
beginning with the last et~er of house. He
may say elephant. The second player on Team 1
now must name a "noun word" beginl"ling ''lith tIle
letter t, as truck, and so the game continues.
'h'hene"'Ier ;). player does not name a 1t:rloun \*lord"
or when his word does not begin with the last
letter of the word named by the opposite
player, he takes his seat. The winning team
is the one ~avinG the greater number of chil-
dren s-tanding l'/I:er;. -time is called.
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
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'~'hen introducing the game, a list of "noun
words u might be written on the chalkboard
to help children understand the procedure.
Encourage children to use variety in tl1eir
choice of words. In fact, the children
migl1t vote for tIle pupil ,\..,ho cllose the mosJc
interesting words.
6. Sabered Stories (6-8)
To listen for the sequence of a story in
order to anticipate what follows.
Small group or class
Cards on which parts of a story have been
written or typed.
Find, or write, a short version of a well-
known story. Divide it into several parts,
each of which stops at some exciting point.
\vrite or type each part on separate cards.
Give a card to each player. The teacher
reads the card containing the first part of
the story while the pupils listen. '~en he
has finished, the player who thinks he has
the card containing the next part of the
story reads his card. This continues until
all of the parts of the story have been read.
Each player then writes on a numbered sheet
the main idea of each part read.
(1) Lse a simple but unfamiliar story.
(2) Use several very short stories, divide
them into two parts, and give all of the
parts to the players at the same time.
The players will then listen for the parts
that match.
The game will be more successful at first
if the stories are divided into only three
o,r four parts.
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7. Speal<er, Speal<:! Listener, L~~.7:;ten! (6-8)
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIONS:
To give practice in making reports and in
listening to repo~""':;s £0 ... '" va~""io'us purposes.
Group or class
Reports prepared by pup~~s on topics sug-
gested by themselves or the teacher; paper
and pencil for each player.
Tl'1e group is divided into t\10 te,;.'"'-:,s. Time
has previously been provided for each pupil
to prepare a short (one or tWQ minute) re-
port on sach interesting topics as: oc~opus,
sq·i.l.id, sea horse, starfisl1, northern lights,
come~s, porcupine, kangaroo, or lodestone.
Hundreds of topics will suggest themselves
to the alert teacher. The children from
thf3 t~\'o tc~an:s alternate in giving ·'~t' .. ·,i,eir
reports. After 70ur to six reports have
been given, the teacher asks questions of
the players regarding the reports they have
heard and they write their answers. Each
correct answer scores one point for their
team.
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)
(2)
The reports can be given one day, and
the questions asked on the following day.
The teacher could give short reports on
whic11 tIle quest~:i_ons could be based.
The reports could be associated with
science or social studies activities.
Be sure material is available for the
pupil to use in preparing his report.
Questions pertaining to the reports
should stress all kinds of listening
skills, not just listening for details.
8. Super Secretary (6-8)
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
To listen c~refully in order to take
dictation without jrror.
Two teams of four to eight players each.
~t:ATERIALS :
DIRECTIONS:
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Chalkboard and chalk; list of sentences to
die·tate.
The players are urged to listen intently
in order to remernoer the COIYi:"'llete senter.ce.
The teacher or leader dictat~s a sentence
to tt.e first player each teaLl "~il1o vij.---i.·"Ges
it on the board. T11( .)layer 'vI1o has it cor-
rect or most nearly correct earns a point
for his team. The sentences are checked
for (1) accuracy (in terms of correct wording),
(2) spelling, and (3) punctuation. If both
players have it correct, both teams get a
point. The next two players come to the
cl1all<board and tl'le galne continues until all
players have been to the board.
ADAPTATIONS:
CAUTIONS:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)
Two points could be given for accuracy,
one for spelling, and one for punctuation.
As skill develops, a short paragraph
could be dictated.
Children may write the sentences at
their desks for additional practice.
in listening to dictation.
The leader must speak clearly and dis-
tinctly, with the sentence dictated only
once.
A reasonable time limit should be set
for the completion of each turn.
Legible writing and not speed should be
stressed.
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS:
MATERIALS:
DIRECTIO~S:
9. '\1J1ere Are You Going? (6-7)
To listen carefully in order to identify the
beginr1ing letters of key words which are used
in COfltext.
Two or more teams of four players each
None
The teacher or leader starts the game by
saying, "I'm going to New York to buy a necktie.
ADAPTATIO~~S :
CAUTIONS:
PURPOSE:
PLAYERS: ~
MATERIALS:
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I anl going to take along a ne,a/spaper. \4lho
would liJ'e to go \'lith me?" TIle leader calls
on the first player of the first team ,~llO
must use two l<:ey words beginning i.litl1. n--
spell them. For examp2.e, Jt I ,~ould lil<e to
go with you. I want to buy a nail, n-a-i-l;
I am goirlg to taI<.e alc>ng a 110vel, n-o-v-e-l. ",
The second olayer on the first team now takes
his turn and the game continues until all
four players have had a turn.
The leader changes the key words for each
team but phrases them as in the example
just given. For instance, ttl am going to Los
.l\ngeles" lvould require such key words as
lyre and lemon. A point is given for each
correct answer and an additional point for
each correct spelling. The team with the
most points is the winner.
(1) Use currently studied geographical
terms in such categori0s as states,
countries, islands, rivers, parks,
and famous historical sites (as the
Pyramids) •
(2) Two pupils could play this game at
their seats, emphasizing geographical
locations which they want to remember.
(3) To make the game more difficult and to
intensify the need for very attentive
listening, the players could be tested
at the close of the game on all of the
places visited. This could be done in
the form of a spelldown, where each
player would say a remembered key word
and spell it. .
Players should be urged to listen sharply to
identify the first letters of each key word.
10. Adjective Search (7-8)
To listen for descriptive words.
Two, small group, or class
Paper and pencil for each player
DIRECTIONS:
ADAPTATIONS:
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TIle teacher or leader reads a descriptive
paragraph to the group. As she reads, the
players listen for and write on paper all
of the descriptive wor~s which they c~n
de<Ject. 711e player wi"::~11 the longest list of
correctly _dentified adjectives is the
winn(;:r.
(1) Several unrelated sentences containing
adjectives might be used instead of a
paragraph.
(2) The players might take turns reauing
descriptive ser~\:~ences or paragraphs
wl"licll they have wriJcten, lvhile the other
players list the adjectives.
CAUTIONS: T' ·~~... J ... :':)
more
game will be
alert pupils
of special interest to the
in the group.l
Activities
Start instruction in listening by establishing
standards of good listening. Discussion might be centered
about situations where listening is important. These class-
room activities emphasize the skills of listening:
Pre-Primary Level
1. Play Simple Simon to develop direction following.
2. Play games involving the cutting and folding of paper,
drawing or writing according to oral direc~ions.
3. Using prepared worksheets, have students follow direc-
tions such as "Put an X or. , tf "Circle , n
C'ross out , n II Underline , U etc.
4. Have students listen to and repeat directions that
might be given to a traveler attempting to reach a
particular place.
lWagner, Hosier and Blackman, l::istening Games
(Darien, .Conneticut: T(~c~cl1ers' l..'>uL:J.. icatio:tlS Corporation,
1969), pp~ 14-71.
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5. Have the children listen to a weather report. Then
l1.ave tllem tell the class tIle eE~S-3nCe of the report or
have them write it down. Charts can be made of the
weather of the week.
6. Listen for the sounds you like. Prepare them by having
tllem tell you about things t:,h~y l~ke ·~~C; see and hear.
Then read a poem and ask them to pretend to see or hear
what the poem tells about. T11en talk about the sounds.
7. Listen for color words and write them down as the
teacher reads the paragraph.
8. Listen for words that rhyme in a given passage.
9. Read aloud rapidly the names of different objects, in-
cluding three or four different categories. Ask ~ne
team to remember one category, another team a second
category.
10. Read a short selection, asking students to count the
number of times they hear a particular word, such as
"an or "the".
11. Ask the children to listen for a specific vowel or
consonant sound as a selection is being presented.
Primary Level
1. Ask the children to close their eyes and listen closely
to the sounds inside and outside the room. Then ask
them to open their eyes and to respond to the following
questions: "vnat sounds did you l1.ear? ~Vhich sounds
were pleasant? ~~ich sounds were not pleasant? \~~ich
sounds were near to you? 'Vhich sounds were far away?
2. Have students form teams. Have one team supply a
word. The second team is to give a rh~ning word in a
matter of seconds.
3. Read words in groups of three, four, five. Have
students identify the words that do or do not rhyme.
4. Read a series of nonsense syllables and ask students
to repeat them.
5. Record short sequences of drum beats, bell sounds, or
piano tones at various pitch or volume levels. As
each group of sounds is played, ask students to note
which sound in tI1.e seClu.ence is lou.dest or softest,
higr;.es-t, or lO'lIve~? ilol1.gest Ol~ Sh~)l"'··,~e;st.
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6. Play sound effects recordings. Ask students to identify
the sounds.
7. Tap a rhythm pattern with a pencil. Have students
repeat it.
8. Read a report. Ask questions on it.
9. Give the children opportunities to take telephone
messages.
10. Ask a student to tell about a TV program that the class
was asked to see. l
Intermediate Level
1. Develop a classroom discussion on listening manners.
2. From a play or story select a few hundred words of
pure conversation between two or more characters. Read
it aloud to the class and then have the pupils guess
the story behind the conversation.
3. Read descriptions of well-known people--perhaps
people being studied in class--and have the students
guess their names •
. 4. Give the class a brief, simple desc~iption of what non-
verbal communication means. Then asl{ different students
to speak two or three words, giving them different
meanings by varying their voices, using gestures, etc.
5. Explain to the class- what we hear is often affected
by senses other than hearing. For each of these
senses discuss how it might affect listening.
6. Ask the pupils, in pairs, to interview each other on
hobbies or special interests. After the interviews
talk about the possibilities of learning by this method.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of interviewing
as compared to reading.
lGeorge J. Cretilli, Handout, Cardinal Stritch
College, Mil\-laukee, 'iisconsin, Swnmer.1973.
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7. Ask three or four students to prepare short talks on
a favorite subject. Tell the student speakers that
tl'ley may have to -CellI<: under very difficult circum-
stances that are being planned, but no matter what
llappens, they should continue speaking an( not take
personal offense. Ask thee to leave the room. In-
struct the class to listen very carefully to what each
speaker says, until the class receives a secret signal
from you. At the signal the students are to stop
paying attention, perhaps to look out the window
or read books. '~llien the students are finished giving
reports, ask the speal-{er to discuss 110W tlley felt when
tIle classroom ;\,ithdre,,, its attention. Follow t11is
with a class riiscussion about the listener's responsi-
bility to the speaker.
8. Select written material that contains words unfamiliar
to the students a~d list the words on the board. Read
the material aloud after asking the students to seek
Oll.t the words I mea1lings from the context of what is
heard.
9. Read a story or play and ask the class to plan a good
stage setting for acting out what was heard.
10. Explain the precise method of taking notes. Select
a short speech containing several points. Read the
speech, stopping for about thirty seconds after each
completed point. vuring this pause the students
should write one-or-two sentences precisely to cor-
respond with this part of the speech. Discuss in class.
11. Ask the students to make a list of what they like very
much to hear and what they dislike hearing. Develop a
discussion around the list. Look for personal reasons
that make some material easy listening and other dif-
ficult listening.
12. Conduct a class discussion on a subject of current
interest. l/Iake a tape recording of all tIle conversa-
tion. Play back the recording and then ask the stu-
dents to discuss the oral composition of what they
heard. Is it different from the way things are written
in books? Are these differences significant to the
skill of ·listening?
13. Compose a short argumentative talk on a subject of
concern to students. Among the ideas that stl"'erl€:,rthen
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tIle argunlent, include a fe1v ideas that h.a~.[e little
to do with the subject. Ask the studen~s; as they
heard the talk, to try separating ~he essential from
the nonessential ideas.
14. Ask the class members to 'vrite down all the words they
can that affect them emotionally~ Compare the word
lists and discuss them. ~'l}lY do certain words a.ffect
individuals the way they do. How were the words
acquired and do their meanings, as understood by the/
students, have a basis of fact?l
Listening Programs
Listening is an integral part of the communication
process. In learning to listen responsively, the child
sharpens his perception to the sounds of his language.
A good listening program tests out his purpose for listening,
extends his knowledge and understandings; nurtures his ideas
and helps the child to grow in language power.
An effective listening prog~am in the classroom
should contain some basic characteristics. It should pro-
vide direct instruction. A major task before the
teacher is that of choosing programs designed to improve
both the reading and listening skills.
Proper instruction means teaching every pupil at
his level, pacing instruction so that a pupil can master
material. A teacher is neither omniscient nor omnipresent,
he needs the help of programmed materials, "boxed" labora-
tories, audiovisual devices. It is the task of the teacher
,
4Thomas Garbarina, Handout, Holy Family College,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, February, 1973.
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to get the right kinds of programs to the pupils at tIle
right time so tllat the pupils can be helped to profit from
both instructional technology and from direct teaching of
the teacher.
Educational Developmental Laboratories
The EDL Listen and Read program, by Stanford E.
Taylor is designed to develop both listening and reading
abilities; it consists of a series of thirty audio tapes
and a workbook that contains an exercise for each tape.
Through careful listening and workbook exercises, which
entail reading, students get practice iri various phases of
skill or concept involved.
The EDL Aud-X is an audiovisual teaching device
utilizing cartridge-loaded filmstrips and disc recordings.
The filmstrips contain photographs, illustrations, words,
or other graphic material. The audio mode presents
teaching content, lesson directions, and appropriate sound
effects or music. \Vhen a pupil is finished responding-to
a question, he presses a button and advances to the next
frame for correction or reinforcement.
In the readiness stage the pupil learns (1) the '
relationships between letters and sounds; (2) the name of
each letter; and (3) how to discriminate each letter from
other letters.
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In beginning-reading instruction, the Aud-X can
display a word on the screen at the same time the record
gives the spoken fo~m, so that a connection can be estab-
lisl:ed between the printed word and its speech sound. The
construction of a word can be shown by dropping and adding
letters through rapid frame changes.
EDL Listen, Look, and Learn is a beginning reading
instructional program that uses a number of techniques and
media that enlist the several sensory learning modalities
of a pupil. Special features of the program include building
of auditory and visual perception skilas, a multilevel high
interest library, films, filmstrips, and recordings.
Individual progress is furthered by a combination
of self-instruction, team learning, and group learning.
The program provides the instructional materials and
teachers guides needed for 205 days of beginning reading
instruction.
Electronic Futures, Inc.
Patterns in Phonics by Carleton Singleton and .Sandra
Brown is an individualized instructional program designed
to teach word-identification or decoding skills systematically.
Used with the EFI Audio Flashcard Reader--a device for
presenting simultaneous visual and audio display of the
same "message"--the program provides a self-instructional
means by which pupils can learn letter-sound relationships,
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alphabetical order, and the skill of making words by
blending consonants witIl simple pllonograms.
The EPI 101 Learning System is subtitles Audio
Flashcard System-Reading Readiness Seric. This is a SE.:.,.. f-
instructional system designed to teach cc~cer .11 and per--
ceptual understandings useful in beginning reading. A
Teacher's Manual provides suggestions to aid the teacher
in using the program to best advantage. Plans are presented
for developing programs not only in vocabulary skills but
also in comprehension, adaptive reading, and location skills.
Furthermore, the manual is an excellent source of ideas for
developing an individualized reading program that inter-
relates the language arts.
The complete card set contains three types of cards:
(1) information cards that give information about the
symbol or picture on the card; (2) evaluation cards that
give the pupil a chance to respond to a question by recording
his answer on the Audio Flashcard (it is also used for
testing and diagnosis); and (3) reinforcement cards that
give correct answers to certain questions asked on the
evaluation cards.
In addition to the Audio Flashcard component of the
readiness program, EFI has developed the Audio Tape Component.
It consists of a teacher's manual, two audio Tapecubes, a
pupil picture book, and pupil worksheets. The audio tapes
the EFI Audio Notebook are used together for group and
individual instruction. The Tapecubes are Tapes 1 and 2--
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containing poems, fairy tales, and fables--which are used
with large color pictures in the Picture Book. As the
children hear the story they look at the picture. Each of
the sections is read to the pupils; the narrator pauses to
permit the pupils to answer each of her questions. Audio
Tape 3-- It Sounds 've Hear" -- deals witl1. environmental sounds
common to the home, neigliborhood, city, farm, zoo, and
circus; the sounds are presented on the tapes and the
children are requested to identify them in the Student
Picture Book. i\udio Tapes 4 and 5--n Rhymes and Rhyming
Words" --empl1asize nursery rhymes and the idea of rhyming
words. The presentations help the children memorize some
of the shorter rhymes. Audio Tape 6--"Survey, Review and
Evaluation"--helps pupils differentiate the idea of real
words from nonsense words and sounds. The ability of
pupils to find missing parts in pictures is also evaluated.
Finally, the evaluation segments contain exercises for
evaluating the major skills taught in the previous five tapes
as well as several of the skills taught in\sets 1-10 of the
Audio Flashcard System.
A Teacher's Manual is provided for the Audio Tape
Program. It explains the rationale of the program and
provides exhaustive lesson plans with suggestions for
concept and vocabulary enrichment, language development,
and reinforcement.
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Bell and Howell Corporation
The Bell and Howell Corporation produces the
Language Master Program, designed to provide self~instruc­
tion in word recognition. It teaches (1) sight words, (2)
phonic elements, (3) vocabulary, (4) structural elements,
(5) word-building techniques, and (6) word-analysis
techniques.
The material consis~s of a Language Master device
and boxes of cards; each card contains a printed message
and a corresponding spoken message. The spoken message is
prerecorded on a strip of audio tape running the length of
the bottom of the card.
To operate the device a card is placed into it.
As the card is drawn through the d~vice, the pupil hears
the spoken message and sees the pririted message at the
same time. In this manner, he learns to associate the visual
message with the audio message, that is, the printed word.
with the spoken word. Further pupil involvement is
possible because the audio tape on the cards is a two-track
tape. The word printed on the card is recorded on one track
or bank; the other track is blank so the pupil can record
his rendition of the word. On the playback, he can listen
and compare the two recordings. He continues recording and
playing back until he is satisfied with his performance com-
pared to the prerecorded models on the other track.
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Also available are boxes of blank cards. The teacher
can use these ,cards to develop additional words and phrases
to supplement his teaching plans.
§cience Research Associates
The development of compact reading laboratories
in boxed-kit form was pioneered by Don H. Parker for
Science Research Associates (SRA). Each of the SRA reading
laboratories contains a large number of l~ssons designed to
teach power of, reading, rate of reading, and listening
skills. Each reading lesson has an illustrated story
followed by comprehension, word meaning, and phonic-analysis
exercises. The lessons are printed on slick, durable card-
board folders. A placement test i~ given to each pupil
(individually or in a group situation) in order to deter-
mine at which level he should begin work in the program.
\Vhen correctly placed at his level, a pupil should score
between 85 and 100 per cent in the reading exercises. l
1 Lawrence E. Hafner and Hayden B. Jolly, Patterns
of Teaching Reading in the Element?ry School (Ne~ York: The
Macmillan Company, 1972), P? 225-226.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In our modern world, listening seems to be very
important. Radio, television, and recording devices have
become a part of every day living. For effective learning
and a satisfying life, we shall need to give continued
attention to the refinement of listening skills. Listening
improvement begina in the classroom. It actually permeates
every activity of the school day. The teacher must be care-
ful to develop this skill by repeatedly identifying
effective listening and openly rewarding it with a word of
approval. The teacher who is the key must set a good
example as a careful listener herself.'
Listening is an extremely complex skill. Without
direct help from the teacher chances are that bad habits
will develop naturally. Research studies indicate that
listening comprehension can be improved through planned
programs and direct instruction are necessary to good
listening. A teacher must develop .proper attitudes and
set goals. Planned programs in which the teacher reinforces
and directs the necessary skills throughout the school day
will strengthen the power of listening. '1ith directed
energies, good habits of. listening in the classroom will
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be fostered either through a game, activity or actually
participating in a group planned listening program.
According to Logan in her book, Teaching the Young
Child, she suggests a check list for evaluating listening
opportunities which may be helpful to the teacher.
Did I give children opportunities to develop
listening skills in the following areas:
1. Personal experiences.
Telling about weekend experiences, parties, ~ew
baby, trip.
Showing and telling about a possession, toy, clothing,
pet, science specimen.
Listening to directions and messages.
Listening to telephone conversations.
Listening to original stories and rhymes.
Listening to a story read by the teacher or other
children.
2.. Group experiences.
Planning a group activity.
Discussing experiences such as a new game, holidays,
a celebration.
Planning an experience chart based on an excursion,
movie, science experiment, standards.
Being a member of a committee to plan a party.
Planning and" reporting an interview with people in
the community.
Evaluating an excursion, movie, television or l'adio
program, the day's work.
Dramatic play and creative dramatization.
Cooperating in teacher-pupil planning for units of
work and general routines.
3. Observing acceptable social courtesies.
Listening .attentively when anyone is speaking.
Taking a share of responsibility for conversation.
Sensing occasions when it is not appropriate to talk,
such as during rest,. during programs, when tl1.e teacher
or another adult is speaking, in libraries, in theaters,
or during the prayer and in church.
By using such a check list and by keeping before her
the specific objectives for teaching listening skills, the
.teacher can help the children in developing skills vital
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to them in social intercourse in daily living, gathering
information to solve problems, appreciation, relaxation, 1
enjoyment, critical evaluation of what they hear and read.
Parents must be helped to grasp the vital and rather
easy-to-perform role that they can play witll their pre-
school children and older ones to develop listening skills.
Parents must be made aware of their potential as "first
teachers ft , to help the child to form good listening habits
in the home. Parents must listen to the child with the
heart, with patience, with depth. He must teach the child
to listen to the beautiful. To help the child to relax
to the music of the masters as well as' to the sympl1.ony of
nature, to the wind and to the song of the birds. Help
the child to be an inquisitive listener by entertaining
questions which will tune out fear and resentment and also
help the child to listen critically.
Conclusion
To bridge the gap in the meantime, the writer has a
medley of suggested techniques which may be of help at
varying levels of achievement with varying interests.
Listening materials become a major problem in
classroom planning and organization, because no technique
has been devised which assembles groups of students so
homogene~us that uniform instruction can be given. It is
lLillian M. Logan, Teaching the Young Child (Methods
of Preschool and Primary Education) (New York: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1960), pp. 180-181.
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not possible to prescribe step by step and detail by detail
techniques and procedures which should be followed. 1ve
can, however, consider a game or an activity to provide
for the individual differences and to meet the various levels
of listening and to provide the different types of listening
to build the power of listening in the classroom.
There is a possibility to introduce a variety of
games, activities into the classroom where structured pro-
~am is implemented. The exact time spent depends on the
intellectual level of the- individual. A definite time is
advisable in teaching listening skills'and the student
snould be told what specific skill of listening is to be
covered.
Games may be helpful tools for the teacher who may
help the student with a spark of genius as well as those
who are afflicted with ignition trouble. Using them brings
personalities, leadership and social responsibilities in to
play. When games in listening are handled properly, if the
teacher plugs along, turns on the energy and helps things
run smoothly, games become >rewarding in learning a listening
skill.
The use of listening activities in the learning
process should be eclectic. Curiosity is a catalyst to
..
discovery, therefore, the teacher must continue the relent-
less pursuit to keep the "lVHYS?" alive.
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Children vary in their ability to listen. If the
teacher understands the developmental process of listening,
she can direct learning through the activities she provides
in the classroom.
Definite Listening Programs are hindered by the fact
that neither research reports nor authoritative writers
describe how listening should be taught. Yet, in many
studies, the writer of this paper, is convinced that sys-
tematic instruction with the use of techniques and programs
available at present seem to be significantly superior
than incidental instruction. ~ames, activities and programs
when handled properly, may provide vital sparks for effec-
tive learning. With directed energies these tools may be-
come precisioned instruments for fine learning. This
suggests further research in listening, in order to compare
the effectiveness of the present techniques and programs
available at present.
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